INFORMATION WAR MONITOR
CENTRAL EUROPE
CEPI’s bi-weekly overview of conventional and social media discourse in the Czech Republic, Hungary
and Slovakia monitors propaganda and disinformation attempts, as well as democratic responses in the
on-going information war, in order to increase awareness about this recently emerged challenge and
promote fact-based discussion in Central Europe.
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Anti-European propaganda: The pro-Russian propaganda concerning the European Union is still distorting the
European refugee-system, dispersing outright lies about the common institutions, while distracting the public from
the temporal success of the EU-Turkey deal on migration.
The propaganda has given the most complete account so far of the European projects’ failures. The discrediting
begins with outright conspiratorial lies: the EU is the creation of the CIA or the Nazis. According to Hungarian
hidfo.ru, the EU has been devised and created by the CIA at the end of 1940s to form a sphere of influence and
bulwark against the Soviet Union.1 Several Czech media mention an alternative conspiracy theory, on the sidelines
of Boris Johnson’s remarks comparing Brussels to Hitler, about the EU created by several prominent
representatives of Nazi Germany who promoted a Germany dominated European economic space. They claim that
“EU is a very bureaucratic, centralized autocratic European federal super state Hitler and other Nazi leaders planned
to realize after the Second World War.”2 A simpler diagnosis declares the EU a failed project in face of the migration
crisis. One article uses a recent research of the Pew Research entitled “The Future of World Religions: Population
Growth Projections, 2010-2050” to accuse the EU of negative demographic tendencies which result in 100 million
fewer Christians and 10% Muslim minority in Europe by 2100 (sic).3 Hungarian conspiracy site, Világlátó cites
Donald Tusk, the President of the European Council who allegedly said that the Union will be replaced by a dozen
or so “smaller political unions” of nation states which foreshadows the dissolution of the common institutional
system.4 Migrants and asylum seekers are still portrayed as aggressors, terrorists5 or individuals who take unjust
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advantage of the European welfare systems. For example, renowned Slovak conspiracy site, Zem a Vek [Earth and
Age] claims that refugees are enjoying “luxurious” hotels, using free taxi service to get to the McDonalds,
prostitutes hired on the expense of taxpayers.6 The most extreme bashing of the EU can be seen in the Czech proRussian media which accuses Brussels of transforming into a “clear-cut totalitarian regime” under the rule of
Angela Merkel.7

Picture on the left: The EU prepares military police to eliminate protests. Picture on the right: Czech brokerage
company recommends neo-feudalism and migrants to the Czech Republic. But they have no idea what it looks like in
Germany. Road to hell is paved even with greed!
The refugee crisis is still a plot of the “European bureaucrats” or the “organized kabbalah of brain trusts connected
to NATO” to subdue the European people by creating a joint European military police banning all protests.8 Main
Hungarian pro-Russian site, hidfo.ru gives an easy answer to the malformed EU: every second citizen in Europe
wishes for a referendum about the European membership, while most of Moldovans reject joining the EU.9
USA & NATO missile defence
This May, a lot of traffic in conspiratory and propaganda circles was generated by the NATO missile defence system
in Eastern Europe. According to one article, Vladimir Putin blames NATO missile “defence” system for complicating
international situation on Russia’s periphery. He says that in light of lacking credible threat (from Iran and Iraq), the
missile defence system has to be viewed as part of the American nuclear potential that is being moved to the
periphery.10 Another article discusses the potential “offensive capabilities” of the new AEGIS anti-missile system
claiming it could be used for launching nuclear-tipped Tomahawk missiles, thus justifying Russian pre-emptive
strike against these installations.11
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A headline to an extensive article by Zem a Vek reads: “The USA continues with the strategy of Russian
encirclement. Poland, Romania, and the Baltic states are eager to please.” 12 It talks about “shocking eagerness”
with which these countries are willing to allow an “indefinite deployment of foreign forces on their own soil” under
a delusion that this would somehow increase their security. The Zem a Vek article explicitly denounces Polish and
Romanian “militarism” and describes the confrontational character of its foreign policy as being directly against the
interests of the remaining (V4) central European nations. All this is happening due to foreign agents who are in
control of these collaborating countries and “are opening their doors wide open, inviting the deadly American
military machinery”. The article is just one among many13 that aim to “demonstrate” the lack of American respect
for human life. This one in particular attempts to do so by mentioning the last year’s tragedy when the American
forces mistakenly bombed a Médecins Sans Frontières facility in Afghanistan, saying that the leaders of the “missile
defence countries” are essentially approving their own territories to become “American atomic shooting ranges” as
an inevitable result of future “errors” similar to those happening in the middle East on daily basis. Similar ideas are
being pushed by various propaganda outlets and conspiracy sites in the region, resembling some sort of delusional,
twisted fantasy storytelling competition. 14

Picture on the left: Vladimir Putin and Barack Obama15. Picture on the right: ‘And then we told the Russians: “Listen
guys, that missile defence shield is aimed against Iran, honestly.”’ 16
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Hungarian conspiracy site Világlátó breaks news with Hillary Clinton who allegedly claimed she would initiate a
“nuclear war” against Russia if she were to become the next president of the United States.17 Another article
accuses Poland of preparing for a territorial grab in Eastern Europe18 and another site claims that the increased
NATO activity on its Eastern flank is a proof that the alliance is preparing for war with Russia.19 Other articles were
apologetic of Russian dangerously close fly-by manoeuvres next to American ships as well as surveillance plane
intercepts in the Baltic region on grounds that the very presence of American forces in the region is hostile,
aggressive, provocative and confrontational aiming to collect information and probe Russia’s defences.20 All these
various accusations try, one way or another, to paint the picture of the USA as a superpower in decline that tries to
hold itself afloat by means of promoting disagreement, strife and conflict around the world. 21
When it comes to the conflict in Syria, various articles criticise the involvement of the USA / Europe / NATO, mainly
their double standard when it comes to war crimes and their support for the non-existent “moderate opposition”
that is in fact a mixture of terrorists and jihadist fanatics. 22 One article brought an interview with a Syrian doctor
from Aleppo who criticizes Western media for distorting the image of Syrian conflict by focusing on casualties in the
small area held by this “moderate opposition” and ignoring the crimes and slaughter these terrorist groups commit
against the civilian population living in the remaining parts of the city held by the government forces. Thus,
Western media are portraying the various terrorist organisations supported by the West as the true victims of the
Syrian conflict.23 In this context, the propaganda machinery reported a story of two French families who had
decided to dedicate medals and distinctions to a fallen Russian officer who died fighting in the Syrian city of
Palmyra. In words of Jean-Paul Floch, he did so in order to commemorate a “heroic act of transnational proportion
in the fight against terror”. 24
The anti-Western propaganda in the first half of May was an all-encompassing one, containing all the elements of
Kremlin’s sophisticated propaganda machine. Traditionally, it aimed to dismiss NATO as serving foreign imperial
interests of the USA. It distorts the actual situation by claiming that it works directly against the interests of the
European people. It aims to distract the readership from Russia’s aggressive policies in its neighborhood,
particularly in the Eastern Ukraine, by bashing NATO and glorifying Russia’s strategic, diplomatic and military
successes, particularly in Syria. The campaign also attempts to dismay the public by presenting the USA and NATO
power-hungry warmongers serving the interests of foreign capital, whose lack of respect for human life and dignity
is well demonstrated by their military adventurism abroad, as well as their constant attempts to escalate the
conflict with Russia and bring about an all-out armed confrontation between the East and the West.
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Brexit: The pro-Brexit campaign of the pro-Russian propaganda clearly distorts public opinion by for example overgeneralizing the results, implying a false “domino effect” of referendums based on simple attitude research. There
are also singular opinions cited as if they were representing the majority’s negative view about the EU. The alleged
pressure of the United States has also been identified as a cause of a potential rejection of withdrawal from the EU
in the referendum.
Statements uttered by several politicians during the last two weeks played out very favourably for the pro-Kremlin
fringe media supporting the British campaign to leave the European Union. One of the Hungarian websites quoted
the opinion of the presumed American presidential nominee Donald Trump about Britain being “better off” outside
of the Union considering the terrible migration crisis.25 Bust most notably, websites in all three countries reported
the words of the former London mayor and one of the main Brexit supporters Boris Johnson who accused Brussels
of creating a “superstrate” and compared the efforts to the ones of Hitler and Napoleon.26 Pro-Russian websites
used these quotes in their full potential and sometimes even twisted them into absurd proclamations about the
European Union having Nazi roots.

Picture above: The Heads of Nazis planned to create a federal European dictatorship. Is the EU an ideological child
of Nazism?
An Ipsos poll conducted in nine leading European countries about the EU membership had quite a carrier, firstly
covered by the Financial Times, then dispersed by the official mouthpiece of the Kremlin Sputnik International to
different pro-Russian sites. The poll in question concluded that on average 45% of the respondent favoured a
referendum about European membership in their respective countries, and more importantly it could set off a
“domino effect” of similar exit-referendums all across the Union.27
On top of the criticism of the European Union which is spreading in the Great Britain and puts Russian propaganda
in a very comfortable position, the United States were also identified as a powerful actor that could cause a
negative result of the referendum. Several Czech disinformation websites published a commentary by Paul Craig
Roberts, the former US Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy in Ronald Reagan's administration,
whose contributions are often part of the pro-Russian media content. In this particular article he wrote that the
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European Union has been created by the CIA, which is why Washington is forcing the British to remain in the EU. He
also describes the upcoming referendum as an opportunity for the British to finally freely choose whether “they
want to be a sovereign state or to dissolve as a nation in the EU and to submit themselves to the Brussels
dictatorial decrees.”28 Picture below: P.C.Roberts: Washington decided not to let the British leave the EU.

TTIP: The concerns over the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) spread not only in the Central
European countries but throughout Europe. Several aspects of the agreement seem questionable and its
advantages and disadvantages remain a part of a public, academic and political discussion. Pro-Russian propaganda
is attempting to distort the constructive criticism of the TTIP and tries to demonize it as yet another alleged US
attempt to blackmail and have full control over Europe.
The Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership agreement has been in the centre of criticism of pro-Kremlin
websites since Greenpeace leaked several negotiation texts to the public claiming that the US is trying to lower or
circumvent European protections for environment and public health. The dominant direction of the argument is
that the United States are blackmailing the European Union into a deal which will be not only unfavourable for us,
but perhaps even harmful, mostly concerning environment and consumer protection. This course has been
followed by pro-Kremlin media in Hungary and Slovakia.
Among the impacts attributed to the TTIP is also the projected loss of 1 million jobs in the EU.29 Besides substantive
objections, disinformation cites the lack of popular or elite support for the agreement. According to the Hungarian
conspiracy site, Világfigyelő, “several hundred thousand” protesters rallied against the trade deal throughout
Europe. Another article points to the German or French government officials’ opposition based on food or health
safety concerns.30 The same narrative is present in the text published by Slovak disinformation website Zem a
Vek.31 Another line of arguments mentions another aspect of legitimacy problem: big firms interests and backroom
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deal prevail over the common good of the society of the people – a well-known conspiratorial logic of the “shadow
government.”32

Picture on the left: The big firm’s ultimate strike against the communities (TTIP, TPP, TISA). Picture on the right: The
German government is against the TTIP
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